PRIVA TOUCHPOINT ONE

An elegant control solution for a high level of personal comfort
There is an increasing demand for improved comfort in work and living spaces, without
the loss of modern aesthetics and ease of use. We meet this demand with the new Priva
Touchpoint One. An innovative control solution that allows users to control their own
heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and sun blinds through one integrated unit.

Comfort, design and ease of use come
together in the Priva Touchpoint One, an
elegantly designed control unit developed for
offices, hotels, schools or any other builidngs.
This control solution lets users switch on
their own heating or cooling, control sun
blinds, and fine-tune lighting intensity
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through a user-friendly interface.
The optional CO2 sensor, a unique feature,
ensures plenty of fresh, healthy air and
contributes to a clean and spacious look with
fewer cables. It guarantees maximum
productivity, comfort and cost efficiency.

Comfort in every space you can imagine
Maximum comfort in every space
With the Priva Touchpoint One, users can
experience the comfort of their own home at
their office. Hoteliers can pamper their guests
with maximum comfort using a stylish control
solution, allowing them to create their own
ideal climate in their hotel room. The control
unit is suitable for any space and available in
black or white with customisable color
accents.
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The benefits
> Integration of climate, lighting and sun
blinds into one operation solution
> Maximum cost efficiency thanks to optional
features such as the CO2 sensor and
relative humidity measurements
> Energy savings with the room temperature
sensor
> Increased awareness of energy use through
green leaf graphics
> User-friendly interface
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Interested?
If you would like more information about
Priva Touchpoint One, please contact Priva
via + 44 1923 813 480, send an email to
contact.priva@priva.co.uk or visit
www.priva.com/uk/touchpoint-one.

